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CGC implements the Green Bank model to lower C02 emissions
through institutional design, formation, capitalization, and
administration
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Who we are
• CGC works to advance
the Green Bank
model, partnering
with govts., national
development banks,
and local NGOs to
form and support GBs

Consulting
and
Technical
Assistance

Thought
Leadership

Our supporters and collaborators

Funders

Advocacy

• CGC has helped design and create six Green Banks
that have catalyzed >$1.5B in climate investment:
• South Africa
• Connecticut (U.S.)
• Montgomery County (U.S.)
• New York (U.S.)
• Rhode Island (U.S.)
• Washington DC (U.S.)
• Climate Access Fund (U.S.)
• Currently working with Rwanda, Colombia,
Indonesia and others

Partners
(indicative
selection)

CGC founded and leads (or co-leads) the
• American Green Bank Consortium
• Global Green Bank Network
• Green Bank design Summit & Platform
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Approximately one trillion dollars per year of additional investment
in clean energy is needed to keep warming below two degrees

Amount needed to hit
two-degree target:
USD 2 trillion

Investment today:
USD 517 billion
Additional projected
under current policies:
USD 395 billion

Potential for increased
commitments and
leverage via DFIs:
USD 49 billion

Additional
investment needed:

USD 1.1 trillion

Source: Coalition for Green Capital, National Green Banks in Developing Countries: Scaling up Private Finance to Achieve Paris Climate Goals, July 2017.
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Public funding is insufficient to fund the shift from brown to green:
countries must drive more private investment into climate projects
“There is a widespread recognition that governments cannot afford to bridge these growing infrastructure gaps through tax revenues and
aid alone, and that greater private investment in infrastructure is needed.”

•

Investors view climate projects in non-OECD countries as
riskier than in OECD countries, due to elevated:
–

Political and regulatory risks

–

Macroeconomic and business risks

–

Technical risks1

As a result, in non-OECD countries climate projects are largely
publicly financed:
–

–

•

OECD, Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth, May 2017

Illustrative example: Colombia3
The National Planning Dept. projects that to meet
Colombia’s mitigation NDCs under the Paris Accord,
private sector investment must grow ~7X

In Asia and the Pacific, infrastructure financing is
approx. 70% public, 20% private, and 10% from
multilateral development banks, official development
assistance, and other sources

NDC
investment
gap:

In 2011, the public share was:
•

>99% in China

•

~90% in Indonesia

•

~57% in India2

The Challenge is real for most African countries:
–
For ex: Rwanda could lose over 1% of its GDP each year
due to climate related losses by 2030
–
Estimated $300 million per year to effectively address
climate change impacts

763M

Private
funding
must
become
primary
source and
increase 7x

630M

80M

USD

•

398M
179M
Current annual investment

public investment

Annual investment needed to meet NDCs,
2018-2030

private investment

Sources: 1OECD, Risk and Return Characteristics of Infrastructure Investment in Low Income Countries, September 2015. 2Asian Development Bank, Catalyzing Green Finance:
A Concept for Leveraging Blended Finance for Green Development, August 2017. 3Colombia Department of National Planning (DNP), November 2017.
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Climate investment flows are increasing: Rwanda has an
opportunity to mobilize more resources

❑ Climate finance flows from OECD to non-OECD
countries increased from 2015 to 2018 by over
60%
❑ Over 1 trillion USD of Green Bonds issued
globally since 2007

$1.4T Global Climate Finance Flows
$
$
$

b

b

b

Billions (USD)

❑ 61% of climate finance flows are going to nonOECD countries

Leading Financial Institutions are halting fossil investment:
•

European Investment Bank (EIB) recently pledged to stop
financing all coal and natural gas

•

BlackRock has promised to divest from coal investments

•

JP Morgan has committed to facilitate $200 billion in clean
financing through 2025

Green Banks are an opportunity to
capture & drive these new resources
and investments in Rwanda
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Climate finance capacity must be built at the
country level
• Most capital allocation, especially private, does not happen at the global
level.
• Challenges of ramping up finance are context-specific. Local institutions are
better at assessing and pricing local risk – and more effective at pushing
regulators to improve enabling environments.
• Foreign investment, while essential,
can be difficult and fraught with
currency convertibility and other
challenges that add to rather than
decrease complexity.
• In the long-term, the sustainable
green finance system requires
mobilizing local savings.
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6
Source: Climate Policy Initiative (CPI)

Green Banks are country-driven, nationally-based catalytic finance
facilities designed to mobilize private investment into climate projects
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Green Banks raise capital from a variety of sources, and deploy
catalytic investments or financial products based on local market needs
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Growing interest in Green Banks & Green Funds as a Strategy
to Scale-Up Climate Investment in Emerging Markets
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Existing Green Banks in OECD countries have delivered strong results
catalyzing private sector investment
Green Bank Network (GBN) Impact through July 2018
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Note that Green Banks are typically not banks
• A Green Bank is not a bank
– Do not take deposits
– Are typically not regulated as banks

• More accurately described as “Funds” or “Facilities” or Non-Bank
Financial Institutions (NBFIs)
• First green banks launched used the term (CT Green Bank and UK
Green Investment Bank)
• Other jurisdictions use other terms:
– Australia has “Clean Energy Finance Corporation”
– South Africa is launching “Climate Finance Facility”
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Green Finance Facilities are designed to catalyze more
private investment and bring low-carbon markets to scale
Dedicated
entity
Market
Objective &
Mandate
Finance Tools

Active participant in the market, with mandate and KPIs for animating
private investment
Demonstrates bankability, market viability & attracts private
investment
Uses blended finance to offer risk mitigating instruments: sub debt,
aggregation, etc.

Integrated with
policy/regs

Acts as trusted “feedback loop” to regulators to create good enabling
environments

Self-sustaining
Model

Designed to earn a return and be a self-sustaining operation

Long-Term
Strategy

As target markets mature, move to the next leading edge opportunity
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EXAMPLE MARKET INTERVENTIONS
OF GREEN BANK
Investing across the project development cycle
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Green Banks/Green Finance Facilities focus on Leverage
and Risk Mitigation, and can use different tools
Credit Support

Co-Investment

Aggregation
Project

Senior Private
Capital

Green
Bank/Facility
Capital

Green
Bank/Facility
Credit
Enhancement

Project

Project

Private Capital

Green Bank/
Facility Origination

Private Purchase
of Portfolio
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Green Banks must help build the local financial capacity to address
investment needs within the green sector

•
₋
₋
₋
₋

•

Some particularities for low-middle income countries like Rwanda, the main market constraints are:
A relative small financial sector with limited green investment capacity at commercial banks
Limited access to affordable credit in general and for green developers in particular (high interest rates, short
tenure, lack of equity, currency risk, etc.)
A lack of sector-specific investment skill and green-market intelligence at local banks, etc
Need for collateral (in most cases, at least 100% of the total value of the loan)

Hence, some priorities are:
– Ensure access to finance first and foremost for green developers
– Focus on project preparation to develop pipeline of projects, and build skills
– Provide affordable finance to support the scale –up of green existing projects
– Provide capital in local currency
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The CFF can support large projects and small projects
focusing on distributed solar, biogas & EE

South Africa: Climate Finance Facility, Distributed
Solar, Biogas & Energy Efficiency
•

•

Finance distributed renewable, efficiency and water
projects
Focus on technologies with limited track record in
South Africa, and that struggle to find affordable
finance

Example of a Solar PV program
• Up to 50 projects with individual off-takers from
within various Multi-Nationals and South African
Corporate and Industrial Groupings.
• Portfolio requires a total facility of R350m with
project tenors ranging from 12 - 15 years, with the
overall facility having an effective tenor of up to 17
years.
• Project funding will be provided at COD on each
individual project with monthly drawdowns over a 18
month period.
• Once completely drawdown the facility will be
consolidated into a single portfolio loan with
financial covenants measured at the portfolio level
and individual projects providing cross collateral for
each other.
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